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ABOUT
US

Our world is getting smaller with each passing day. As the nations shed off their centuries old 

nationalistic pride and abhorrence for their neighbors, we are now entering into a world which is 

defined by the love of the fellow human beings irrespective of cast, creed and color of skin.

 

In the past few decades, people of Pakistan have suffered tremendously in the war-ravaged regions of 

the North West and its aftermath in the rest of the country. Notwithstanding, they never forgot to put 

up a smile for their guests and visitors and extend their hospitality for which they are known world over. 

Founded in the year 2012, Pakistan Explorer has since become one of the leading travel and media 

companies in Pakistan with an intention to reach out to the rest of the world as an ambassador of Love 

and Peace. Exploring the unfathomable bounty and natural beauty and the skillful craftsmanship of the 

local populace, Pakistan Explorer has been eagerly contributing in the promotion of domestic tourism 

and thereby improving the livelihood of the people. 

With a dedicated team of explorers, event managers, professional photographers, documentary 

filmmakers, digital media experts, news reporters, correspondents, tour guides, High altitude porters 

and cooks, Pakistan Explorer has evolved into one of the finest travel and media companies of Pakistan. 

Catering international tourists as well as domestic, filming inaccessible locations in extreme conditions, 

facilitating international mountaineering expeditions, hard area photographic and filming projects in 

the development sector, wildlife filming and conservation projects, latest news and updates on the 

expeditions in the far north, state-of-art designing and printing services have all helped us transcend 

our limitations and motivate us to go an extra mile in all our endeavors. 

What started as a solo flight in the year 2012, Pakistan Explorer has now partnerships and 

collaborations all over the country. With the head office based in Islamabad, Pakistan Explorer also has 

a regional office in Gilgit.  

Pakistan Explorer is a team of unmatched skill set with a proven track record of consistent delivery, 

fulfilling the prime requirements of our customers. 



MISSIONMISSIONMISSION

Pakistan Explorer aims to bring the obscure and misinterpreted Pakistan 

in the international arena, exposing the world to a piece of heaven. 

Capturing the breathtaking sights and sounds of the country of which, 

some are undoubtedly the hardest of locations anywhere in the world and 

in course alleviating the poverty of these remote areas through an upsurge 

of domestic and international tourism.



VISION

With proven expertise in High definition photo and videography, handful of satisfied 

clients in the development sector, thousands of dedicated followers brimming with the 

passion of adventure, outdoors and mountaineering, reinforced  with state-of-the-art 

media house-Pakistan Explorer has all what it takes get your word through. Spanning 

from the exciting tour operations to the delicacy of the service industry, coupled with 

the intricate cinematographic, Pakistan Explorer will always go an extra mile to ensure 

the satisfaction of our clientele. 



SERVICES

In a very artless expression; Pakistan Explorer provides end-to-end services to our 

clients dealing in well planned tour operations, unbeatable expertise with camera and 

comfortable motel facility in the heart of the capital city and cutting edge digital 

designing and printing services. 

TRAVEL
Pakistan Explorer since its creation in the year 2012 has outlived its reputation as the first 

and foremost entity which established the difference between traveling and tourism in 

the country. Through the course of several years, we have guided hundreds of 

enthusiast and adventure seekers who were able to quench their thirst of exploring the 

unspoiled and picturesque places in the northern and southern regions of the country.



SERVICES

DOMESTIC/CORPORATE TOURS
The insatiable quest to promote tourism in the country and to bring into the limelight all 

the priceless bounty of natural beauty this country has, inspired the idea of Pakistan 

Explorer. Our extensive experience in trekking in mountainous regions, camping, 

mountaineering and trekking and such other adventure sports motivated us to involve 

the young generation of the country and open up a whole new world to them. Since the 

early days of its inception, Pakistan Explorer has been conducting domestic tours to the 

northern and the southern parts of the country, helping our youngsters realize the 

precious wealth of natural wonders we possess. 

Pakistan Explorers Domestic Tours Division organizes scheduled tours to as distant a 

destination as the K-2 Base Camp-considered as the most difficult trek in the world. The 

Domestic Tours Division also specializes in corporate tours dispensing excellent logistics 

and services facilities with the wide range of hotels and restaurants on the panel. Our 

continuous and elaborate tour operations have enabled us to cut down the corners and 

offer competitive and subsidized rates to our clients. 



SERVICES

MOUNTAINEERING EXPEDITIONS 
Pakistan Explorer drives its inspiration from the lofty peaks in the northern regions 

which attract the finest climbing and mountaineering enthusiasts from all over the 

world. In order to facilitate our international mountaineering clientele, Pakistan Explorer 

started expanding its operations scope in the northern regions. 

In a matter of two years, we were able to establish our operations base at Nanga Parbat 

Base Camp (Raikot Face) and also in Skardu to monitor and facilitate the international 

expeditions from all over the world. To provide a wholesome package to the foreigners, 

Pakistan Explorer established a B & B facility in Islamabad located within the premises of 

the head office.



SERVICES

-  Five minutes walking distance to F-10 Markaz

  commercial & shopping hub of Islamabad 

-  Free unlimited Wi-Fi

-  Conference room with multimedia/projectors

-  Fitness center and sunroom

-  Complimentary breakfast

-  Air conditioning

-  Range of Desi and continental dishes

-  Room and laundry services

-  24 hours front desk service

-  In-House Café “The Jackson Twist”

-  The House of Diana Spencer-branded designer

  house for clothing, jewelry, cosmetics and more

EXPLORERS LOUNGE
Pakistan Explorer established an exquisite B & B facility in the heart of Islamabad in order 

to provide comfortable stay to the foreigners during their travels and expeditions. 

Explorer's Lounge caters not only to the needs of the foreign clients on mountaineering 

and trekking expeditions but is also available for corporate and domestic out-stationed 

clients. Explorer's Lounge has five executive deluxe rooms tastefully designed for the 

international clientele. The facility also houses the marvelous The Jackson Twist- one of 

the in vogue café in town offering finest blended coffee and a range of assorted desserts 

and savories. Prior bookings for events and conference can be done through our 

website or by calling in the office hours. Other features include;



SERVICES

PHOTOGRAPHY
Pakistan Explorer specializes in digital and professional photography and has completed 

difficult and hard area projects with striking results for our valued clients over the course of 

three years. The team comprises of professional photographers who have expertise in all 

forms of photography including landscape, portrait, subject-based, sports, urban and 

industrial, Macro as well as commercial photography. Pakistan Explorer has a long list of 

satisfied clients who have acquired Pakistan Explorer's services in hard and insecure areas 

such as Ghotki-Sindh, D.I. Khan-KPK, Bahrain-Swat and many other areas. 

Backed up with a team of innovative and experienced photographers, Pakistan Explorer has 

a wide range of equipment which can be utilized depending upon the individual project 

under consideration. 

VIDEOGRAPHY
Surely for all the right reasons, videography stands as our benchmark when it comes to 

delivering quality beefed up with acute aesthetic sense. Pakistan Explorer's portfolio in 

terms of videography includes;

Documentary film making    -   Commercials    -   Short films 

Pakistan Explorer has some of the finest filmmakers, recording and post editing engineers in 

the business carrying state-of-the-art equipment at their disposal. We have the capability to 

deliver complete package including story board, script writing, shooting, producing, 

directing and post editing depending upon the requirement of the client. Our expert 

videographers can not only design a promotional campaign for the client but can also 

provide consultation in this regard on ready-to-execute basis. 



SERVICES

“SHUMAAL” DOCUMENTARY SERIES
In a bid to combine the years of traveling experience  within the country and exploring 

the far flung places and our expertise with camera, Pakistan Explorer shot a 13 episode 

documentary season by the name “Shumaal” in the year 2014. 

The series was based on the story board of surviving in the harshest and most hostile 

places  in the country in terms of weather and climatic conditions. One of the many 

locations included  an attempt to the Base Camp of the ninth Highest and one the 

deadliest mountains in the world, the formidable Nanga Parbat in the dead of winters. 

Pakistan Explorer recording crew not only encountered severe cold weather with 

temperatures as low as -15 degrees Celsius but also managed to keep the equipment 

and batteries up and running till the last shot. “Shumaal” will be aired shortly on one of 

the leading private channels of the country. 

For teasers and trailers please follow the link

 https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=591559134311687&set=vb.2155197585822

95&type=2&theater

https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=591559134311687&set=vb.215519758582295&type=2&theater
https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=591559134311687&set=vb.215519758582295&type=2&theater


PAKISTAN EXPLORER
CORE TEAM

NAVEED BARI
Chief Executive Officer/ Director Field Operations

Pakistan Explorer

Overpowered by his passion for traveling and exploring, Naveed bid 

adieu to his otherwise lucrative engineering career to follow his 

dream. Co-founder of Pakistan Explorer, Naveed has seen all the highs 

and lows of Pakistan Explorer in the last many years. As a Director Field 

Operations, Naveed manages the domestic tour operations, the 

inbound international tours and the mountaineering expeditions, 

keeping him always on the move.  

HARIS ANSARI
Film Director

Pakistan Explorer

Another of the dedicated explorer and /digital Media expert, Haris can 

be defined as “passion coupled with brains”. A Mass Communications 

graduate and having years of experience in electronic and print media 

where he served as sub-editor/Producer/ Director cinematography, 

Haris supervises the Digital Media team while effectively performing 

his duties as the Manager Communications.  

SYED IMRAN HAIDER
 Manager Field Operations (Outbound-International)

FARRUKH ANSARI
 Manager Field Operations (Domestic)

IRMA FRANCIS
 Project Manager (Digital Media)

TOUQEER NAWAZISH
 Graphics Designer

AMIN-UR-REHMAN
NADEEM KHAN
 Services Managers (Explorers Lounge)

Major Fawad Hameed
 Manager Security & Logistics



PORTFOLIO

Pakistan Explorer has a long list of satisfied clients over the course of many years. 

Engaging in diverse projects requiring exceptional professional expertise, Pakistan 

Explorer has completed projects both as per the requirement of the client and also 

tailored some to suit the needs of the client. Shooting the distant and remote places 

across the length and breadth of the country, Pakistan Explorer offers unbeatable rates 

for projects involving photography/videography, post production, commercials and 

short films etc.



PORTFOLIO

NANGA PARBAT FIRST WINTER ASCENT DOCUMENTARY 2016
Breaking the shackles of orthodox cinematography in Pakistan, Pakistan Explorer has 

once again set the bar even higher by achieving what remains unprecedented in the 

history of media productions in Pakistan. 

Being one of its kind Adventure Filmmakers in the country, Pakistan Explorer team were 

able to reach the altitude of 4800m ASL on January 17th 2016 and successfully reached 

the Base Camp of Nanga Parbat- The 9th highest mountain on earth. 

The project involved the coverage of no fewer than four mountaineering expeditions 

vying to summit the Killer Mountain for the first winter ascent. The team stayed at the 

base Camp for more than ten days in some of the extreme weather conditions 

imaginable. Bracing temperatures as low as -30 Celsius in the night with wind speeds 

reaching up to 50KM/h and snow storms leaving the campsite buried in several feet of 

snow. The only workable window in a whole day amounted to two hours when there was 

enough sunshine to stay warm and allow the equipment to work without 

malfunctioning.



“LAZAWAAL” SHORT FILM
Pakistan Explorer also has the privilege to shoot a record highest altitude short film 

“LaZawaal” at the Nanga Parbat Diamir Base Camp in January 2016. The film was short 

listed in Cannes Film Festival Paris- one of the most celebrated film festival in the world. 

Lazawaal is currently doing its rounds in various mountain film festivals around the 

world. 



PORTFOLIO

TOMASZ MACKIEWICZ (1973 - 2018)
The film revolves around the life and time of Tomasz Mackiewicz and his philosophy 

behind seven consecutive attempts to climb Nanga Parbat in winter while telling the 

story how the events unfolded during his last attempt on the Killer Mountain.



CERTIFICATIONS



OUR HAPPY CLIENTS

www.pakistan-explorer.com       /thepakistanexplorer       /pakistanxplorer

PAKISTAN EXPLORER HOUSE
HEAD OFFICE : 287, Main Sumbal Road F-10/4, Islamabad, 44000

REGIONAL OFFICE : Jan Market, Near New Legislative Assembly, Jutial, Gilgit

Ph: 0092-51-2370284  |  Cell: 0092-301 5323962, 0092-321 5797177
E-mail: info@pakistan-explorer.com

Note: Pakistan Explorer is a registered Travel & Media Company based in Islamabad, Pakistan (NTN: 7187922-0)
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